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The increase of great interest in plasmas containing 
charged, micrometer-sized dust particles has arizen not only 
from the increase of observations of such plasmas in space 
environments, but also from their presence in laboratory 
revices and engineering-aided plasmas. Since the dust-
charge variation affects the charaL1eristics of the collec1ive 
motion of the plasma, the effec1 of the charge of grains 
particles is of LTIlcial importance in unrerstanding dusty 
plasma waves. However, not many theoretical works on 
temporal-evolution of variable-charge dust grain particles 
have been done in dusty plasmas. Hence, we focus our 
attention on electrostatic ion waves in a collisionless dusty 
plasma We show the rependence of the dust grain-charge 
on the time, ion density and the radius of the grain. 
We focus our attention on the dust grain-charge on 
electrostatic waves in an unmagnetized dusty plasma. In 
particular, applications of the dust grain-charge have also 
been made to Jupiter' s magnetosphere and experimental 
revices. As for laboratory plasmas, it has recently been 
suggested that the suspenred region of micrometer-sized 
contamination particles observed in a plasma etch system 
may be trapped within a potential structure. It is 
therefore instructive to examine the possible existence of 
such grain-charge dynamics in dusty plasmas, which as 
pointed out earlier, are observed as components of broad 
regions of space plasmas, from the lower ionosphere of the 
Earth to asteroid zones, cometary tails, etc. Our plaSma 
morel consists of Boltzmann distributed electrons, dust 
grains with finite temperature, and the positive ion fluid 
obeying the continuity and momentum equations. We 
rerive the several properties of the grain-charge and the 
existence of nonlinear electrostatic waves[I-3]. 
In order to investigate the temporal-properties of the 
grain-charge, we consider the charge-current balance equation 
on dust grains. We use the normalised equation for the 
magnitude of the charge number Z. By numerical 
calculation, the variation of the grain-charge number 
rep en ding on the time and the space in Fig.l, where 
Te=2.5eV, T j =0.03eV, Td=l.OeV, nj=101Sm-3 and r=10-7m, 
a=e2/rTe=D.003 and fJ,=m/me. As an example, Fig. 2 
shows the grain-charge as a function of the radius of dust 
grains. It turns out that the grain-charge drastically 
change by the radius of the dust grain. 
The region of the existence of ion-acoustic waves is 
examined, showing that the condition of the existence 
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sensitively depends on the parameters such as the effeL1s of 
electrostatic potential and ion temperature. New findings 
of temporal-evolution of the dust grain-charge and the 
existence of elec1rostatic waves in a plasma are predk1ed. 
The dust grain-charge is of crucial importance in the sense 
that the charge drastically changes due to the parameters such 
as the floating potential of dust grains, the radius of the dust 
grain, the dust to ion mass ratio, the ion temperature and 
density[3-5]. 
Fig.I. Temporal-evolution of the grain-charge. 
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Fig.2. The grain-charge repending on the radius of the 
grain. 
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